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DISABLED PEOPLE OUT AND ABOUT

INTRODUCTION

1. Numbered amongst disabled people are many with sensory,

locomotory and manipulatory disabilities who can and should

be considered when designing the town floorscape. In many

situations the existing floorscape impedes movement because

until recently relatively little thought has been given to

making provision to meet the needs of disabled people and in

consequence many town centres are difficult and some areas

impossible for them to enter or to use.

2. During 1981, The International Year of The Disabled, the

County Council convened a seminar to identify and discuss

problems encountered by disabled people in using highways and

public transport. Present at the seminar were

representatives of organisations of disabled people, elected

Members and officers with specific responsibilities both for

highways and public transport. This Code is the outcome of

one of the many recommendations which resulted from the wide

ranging discussion that took place. It should be noted that

the Code is intended essentially as a reference for those

engaged in design associated with highways and no attempt is

made to give guidance other than in this context.

3. Although the Code is concerned specifically with

accommodating the needs of disabled people, compliance with

it will improve convenience for all users, particularly the



elderly and people with prams etc. Inevitably, as

advancement Is made in dealing with the needs of disabled

people, updating will become desirable.

CAR PARKING

On - Street Parking

4. On-street parking solely for disabled people is

available in two situations:-

(a) Along those lengths of streets subject to a 'No

Waiting' order.

(b) In parking places prescribed specifically for

the use of disabled persons.

Qualification to take advantage of either of these

facilities is demonstrated by the display of an orange badge

within the user's vehicle.

5. The "orange badge scheme" (Refs. 1, 2 and 3) permits

holders to park on a length of street subject to a 'No

Waiting' order for up to two hours irrespective of the type

of order. However, this dispensation does not apply when the

order includes a ban on loading/unloading. Where the traffic

regulation order in force is merely a limited waiting order,

there is no time restriction.

6. On-street parking places are particularly useful

adjacent to pedestrian areas (see later Section entitled

'Pedestrian and Pedestrianised Areas'). However, it should

be recognised that such parking places are only of value if

they are placed in close proximity to the attractor. It

serves no purpose to provide parking spaces at an

inappropriate distance from the attractor since disabled



people will not be able to use them and hence derive no

benefit.

Off-Street Parking

7. One of the problems encountered with off-street parking

spaces for disabled people is that enforcement is extremely

difficult and in some instances (privately funded car parks)

impossible. Thus they are much abused particularly where

their location is remote from supervision or busy pedestrian

routes. Hence, as well as ensuring that spaces allocated for

disabled people are sited in convenient positions, careful

thought must be given to their conspicuity if abuse is to be

minimised.

8. With off-street car parking it should be remembered that

pedestrian access to the car park from at least one adjacent

street should be ramped or level or there should be provision

of a lift. This route must be clearly signed both within the

car park and on its approaches.

Parking Spaces

9. The standard size of 'side by side' parking bays is 2.4

metres wide by 4.8 metres long. A space reserved for disabled

people at the end of a row of parking bays, where one side

will be clear for the disabled person to enter or leave the

vehicle, need not differ from the standard size. Elsewhere,

disabled persons' parking spaces will have to be wider.

10. The greatest need for additional width is that of the

assisted wheelchair user for whom the preferred width of bay

is 3.6 metres, the minimum being 3.2 metres. Where adjacent

spaces are reserved for disabled people, economies of space
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can be achieved by providing a suitably marked common access

area as illustrated in Diagram No.l.

11. On-street parking places parallel to the traffic flow

may be indicated as shown in Diagrams Nos. 2 and 3. Because

the maximum width of bay prescribed is less than the

preferred and minimum widths of a disabled person's parking

bay and in order to facilitate and encourage disabled people

to enter or leave vehicles on the side away from passing

vehicular traffic it is important that the kerb upstand

alongside the parking bays is kept to the minimum dictated by

drainage considerations, i.e. 30mm.

In addition a strip of footway extending back not less than

0.8 metres from the kerb face should be laid to a minimum

cross fall.

12. On-street parking places in echelon which necessitate

drivers reversing into or out of the traffic flow are not

recommended. Where they can be provided without any

significant inherent risk, eg. in an extended turning head,

then disabled persons' parking bays can easily be established

at each end of a row of parking bays. To provide them

elsewhere in the row, however, is more difficult because the

maximum width of bay prescribed in the Traffic Signs

Regulations and General Directions (Ref.4) is 2.5 metres (see

Paragraph 13). An example of an echelon parking arrangement

is given in Diagram No.4.

13. Signs and markings designating on-street parking places

may only be placed on a highway to give effect to an

appropriate Traffic Regulation Order and only those signs and



markings prescribed in the Traffic Signs Regulations and

General Directions may be used. Any departure from the signs

and markings so prescribed must first be approved by the

Secretary of State for Transport.

PEDESTRIAN ROUTES

Width

14. To allow wheelchairs to pass pedestrian traffic

including other wheelchairs and prams, pedestrian routes

which disabled people are likely to wish to use should not

be less than 1.8 metres wide. Routes will, of course, need

to be wider where pedestrian flows and other considerations,

e.g. display window frontage, so dictate.

Gradient

15. For ambulant disabled and assisted chairbound people the

preferred maximum gradient is 1 in 12 (8.3%). Topographical

features may necessitate steeper gradients but the need for

such gradients may be avoided by careful landscaping and, in

any event, landings should be provided at convenient points.

More information on landings is given in the Section entitled

"Ramps". For independent wheelchair users gradients should

not exceed 1 in 20 (5%).

Surface

16. The primary requirement for surface finish is a

non-slip quality in both wet and dry conditions which will

minimise hazards to ambulant disabled people. This quality

can be achieved by specifying a surface having a skid

resistance value (SRV) of not less than 60. Paving should be

constructed of fixed and firm materials and unsealed gravel
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surfaces must be avoided. Suitable specifications are

included in the GMC documents "Construction Design Guide For

Minor Highway Works" (Ref.5) and "Specification For Minor

Highway Works" (Ref.6).

17. When precast paving slabs or comparable block materials

are used, they must be carefully laid with flush joints to

minimise the danger of ambulant disabled people stumbling or

falling. Insofar as chairbound people are concerned lipped

joints can interfer with the travel of wheels and cause the

chair to shift direction.

18. Paving constructed from special paving bricks is

permissible, a rough textured brick being preferred. Stone

setts vary greatly in their physical properties and only

those which, when laid with flush joints, provide an even

surface are acceptable. There are a number of proprietary

non-slip paving products available ranging from exposed

aggregate pre-cast concrete flags to contact adhesive sheet

surface dressings. Some of these products can be useful at

particularly difficult sites.

19. It is important to remember that once the pavement has

been constructed this is not the end of the matter; regular

maintenance checks are essential to ensure that a

satisfactory standard for both the disabled and elderly

pedestrians is preserved.

Dropped Crossings



20. Serious consideration should be given to the provision

of special facilities at pedestrian crossings, traffic signal

controlled junctions, street corners and other crossing

points. Such facilities are essential:-

(a) for people who propel their own wheelchairs and

are unable to mount or descend high kerbs

independently,

(b) for people who push wheelchairs, many of whom are

elderly and frail or handicapped themselves, and

may have difficulty in getting an occupied chair on

or off a high kerb.

They are also advantageous to ambulant disabled people,

people with prams and the elderly all of whom have difficulty

in negotiating high steps.

21. A problem with the design of dropped crossings is the

conflict between the interests of wheelchair users and

visually handicapped people. Whereas wheelchair users would

be best served by ramps which merge with the carriageway,

blind people assisted by a dog may be at risk with such an

arrangement since guide dogs are trained to discern and stop

at changes in level. It is therefore important to retain a

down-drop at the line at which the pedestrian steps into the

carriageway and a height of 30mm is normally an acceptable

compromise.

22. Three methods of providing dropped crossings are

illustrated in Diagram No. 5. Method 1 can only be

satisfactorily accommodated in footways not less than 2.5m

wide. Where the footway is narrower, Method 2 is



appropriate. Method 3 can be used on wide footways as an

alternative to Method 1 and can have constructional

advantages depending on the nature of the surfacing material

to be employed. However, this method is only suitable in

protected situations where pedestrians on the footway,

travelling parallel to the carriageway are not in risk of

tripping on the kerbed returns.

23. At carefully selected sites it will be acceptable for a

facility to also serve as a vehicular crossing. This duality

is, of course, only appropriate where vehicle usage is

infrequent Eg. at a private residence.

24. Where a route crosses a central reservation or

pedestrian refuge a gap should be provided and the general

carriageway levels may be continued through the gap the edges

of carriageway being delineated by kerbs with a nominal 30mm

upstand. (See Paragraph 21).

25. The provision of ramped crossings at junctions where the

footways are relatively narrow and the radii small could

result in whole corners being dropped to near carriageway

level. This state of affairs would be totally unacceptable

because of the increased danger to pedestrians from vehicles

overriding the footway and in such circumstances crossings

should be moved a short distance away from the junction.

26. Ramped crossings do not normally cause problems for

blind people but the partially sighted will be helped if a

white line is placed on the kerb to reinforce the point of

change from footway to carriageway. Where a white line is
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provided it is recommended that a proprietary brand of

non-slip material is used, Eg. "Scotchlight Reflective

Liquid", "Stamark", "Scotchlane", "Prismoplastic HT", etc.

27. It should be noted that where a facility is provided on

one side of a carriageway as part of programmed footway

maintenance the opposite side of the road, which may not be

included in the same maintenance programme, should

simultaneously be provided with a ramped crossing to avoid

obvious dangers which would arise if only one side was

treated.

Obstruction and Hazards

28. Street furniture, lighting columns and other features

should be located in positions where the hazard they

constitute for the blind, partially sighted and wheelchair

users is minimised. The most commonly occuring obstruction

are lighting columns and the trend has been to site these in

positions a significant distance behind the kerb in order to

reduce traffic accident impact risk. The aim of the designer

must be to provide consistency of siting and hence

consistency in the position of the unobstructed through route

in relation to the edges of the footway. As a general rule

therefore, posts, columns etc. in footways should be sited as

close as possible to the back of footway. There are, of

course, exceptions to this rule. For example some traffic

signs, particularly those of regulatory significance, have to

be placed in positions of maximum conspicuity i.e. as close

to the kerb as vehicluar traffic safety considerations

permit. (Table 4.2 of "Roads in Urban Areas" (Ref. 7) as
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amended refers). Also in situations where the footway is

separated from the carriageway by a substantial verge it is

obviously sensible to contain posts, columns etc. within the

verge.

29. The colour of many columns, poles etc. is governed by

statute, e.g. traffic sign poles, and other practical

considerations. However, where choice is available a

distinct colour contrast is preferred by the partially

sighted.

30. Every effort must be made to minimise the proliferation

of street furniture by mounting signs on a common pole

whenever possible.

31. Bus shelters erected on footways, particularly of the

enclosed type, can cause difficulties for disabled people.

It is essential, therefore, that careful thought is given to

their siting and the Greater Manchester Transport's criteria

concerning the minimum footway widths necessary to

accommodate shelters (Ref. 8) is strictly observed.

32. Litter bins attached to street furniture should be

positioned such that they do not project towards either

pedestrian or vehiclular traffic flow. They should be fixed

at waist height and of a colour which contrasts with their

background. Bins which are damaged or have deteriorated can

be particularly hazardous to the partially sighted and should

be renewed.

33. Careful planning can minimise the hazard presented by

gratings to the users of sticks, crutches and wheelchairs.

In general, gratings within the highway are required to
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conform with British Standard 497 and where such gratings are

necessary on pedestrian routes they should be positioned so

that the bars are at rightangles to the pedestrian flow. In

exceptional circumstances, Eg. pedestrian/pedestrianised

areas, proprietary systems of drainage may be more

appropriate and where such systems incorporate grid pattern

gratings these should have apertures not larger than 20mm

square with bars not less than 13mm wide.

34. Roadworks within a footway or pedestrian route can be a

particular source of danger to both disabled and elderly

people. Ribbon barriers are ineffective as far as the blind

and partially sighted are concerned and barriers which act as

a physical restraint should be used. Alternative

pedestrian provision should be provided if adequate width is

not maintained and where this involves the temporary use of a

portion of an adjacent carriageway then the provision of a

ramped crossing would be necessary. All temporary

reinstatements should be kept in good repair, particularly in

areas of greatest risk, and early permanent reinstatement

should be considered.

35. Many other hazards have been identified by disabled

people. Most are of a temporary nature and beyond the direct

control of the designer. However, since it is within the

designer's compass to influence their likely occurrence it is

considered appropriate to list some of the more common

ones:-

Scaffolding and ladders

Vehicles loading/unloading

Doors opening outwards and jutting steps
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Overhanging tree branches, awnings etc.

Dustbins stacked on footway awaiting collection

vehicle

Open gates

Prams, bicycles, tricycles, toys, dogs on leads,

Supermarket trolleys

It Is accepted that legal remedies/controls are available in

respect of some of these hazards. Nevertheless, careful

design to avoid their likely occurrence must be preferred to

subsequent legal action/use of controls.

RAMPS

36. Ramps are of crucial importance to wheelchair users but

for many ambulant disabled people, collectively a much larger

population than wheelchair users, a flight of steps with a

handrail can be easier to manage than a ramp particularly

when decending. All sites where a significant change of level

has to be accommodated must be treated on their merits and

frequently circumstances will dictate the provision of both

ramp and steps.

Width

37. To allow wheelchairs to pass other wheelchairs or prams

the minimum width, required assuming freedom from

obstructions, is 1.5 metres.

Gradient

38. For general purpose ramps a maximum gradient of 1 in 12

(8.3%) is preferred. Provided the length of ramp is not too

long (see paragraph 40) the ascent of such a gradient can be

achieved by the majority of independant wheelchair users and

those people who push wheelchairs. The descent of steeper
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gradients can induce a fear of tipping forwards in an

independant wheelchair user who may also experience

difficulty in braking by use of hands on the handrims.

Ambulant disabled people can usually walk up or down a 1 in

12 gradient without too much difficulty but may find steeper

inclines hazardous.

39. Where practical constraints necessitate a steeper ramp

than 1 in 12, for example where an existing pedestrian route

is being modified to accommodate disabled people, then a ramp

with a gradient of 1 in 8 (12.5%) or even 1 in 6 (16.7%) is

prefereable to no ramp at all, provided that steps are

available as an alternative for people who would be at risk

using a ramp.

Landings

40. Rest landings should be incorporated in long ramps. It

is recommended that a landing be provided after each 0.8

metres of vertical rise (normally approximately 10 metres

length of ramp) and that its minimum length should be 1.8

metres.

41. Variations in the plane of a ramp can be misleading to

the blind and partially sighted and therefore it is

preferable if rest landings coincide with changes of

direction.

Handrails

42. Handrails are necessary in the following

circumstances:-

(a) Where the gradient of a ramp is more than 1 in 12 and

there is no alternative stepped route, a handrail should be

provided to both sides.
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(b) Where the gradient of a ramp is between 1 in 12 and 1

in 20 and there is no alternative stepped route, a handrail

should be provided to at least one side.

(c) Where there is an alternative stepped route and a ramp,

having a steeper gradient than 1 in 20, is likely to be used

by ambulant handicapped people, a handrail should be provided

to at least one side.

(d) Where there is a drop to the side of a ramp a balustrade

should be provided. The Building Regulations (Ref.9), where

they apply, require that the height of such a balustrade

shall be not less than 1.1 metres. Additionally the exposed

side should be protected by a kerb not less than 75mm high.

Where the gradient of a ramp is 1 in 20 (5%) or less

handrails need not be installed.

43. Handrails must be easy to grip and the most satisfactory

section is circular having a diameter between 45 and 50mm.

Rails with sharp edges or which are more than 55mm wide or

50mm deep are difficult for people with weak or arthritic

hands to grip.

44. Handrails should be fixed below the top of any

balustrade at a vertical height of approximately 1 metre

above ramp level and it is helpful if they extend at each end

of the ramp for a distance of not less than 300mm.

STEPS

45. It has already been stated that many ambulant disabled

people prefer steps to ramps.

Geometry
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46. The width of steps will depend on the pedestrian flow

but will not normally be less than 1.2 metres. The step rise

should be not more than 165 mm and the going not less than

280mm. Projecting nosings are difficult for some to

negotiate and should be avoided.

Handrails

47. Handrails, as described in Paragraph 43 should be fixed

on both sides of all flights of steps at a vertical height of

850mm above the step nosings. Where circumstances permit,

handrails should extend horizontally not less than 300mm at

the top and bottom of the flight.

PEDESTRIAN AND PEDESTRIANISED AREAS

General Considerations

48. The incorporation of facilities to meet the needs of

disabled people is an important consideration in the

preparation of every scheme. Pedestrian/pedestrianised areas

can be of benefit to disabled people but unless the special

needs of the different groupings, with their sometimes

conflicting interests, are recognised and catered for then

such areas can present them with great access difficulties.

49. Much research effort has been directed towards the

Investigation of what is acceptable in terms of distance

between bus stop/car park and an attractor within a

pedestrian/pedestrianised area. (Eg. Refs. 10 & 11).

Findings show that acceptable distances vary considerably

according to a number of factors:

(a) Nature of Disability.
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PELICAN CROSSINGS

57. The Department of Transport's "Advice Note TA/IO/80"

(Ref.12) lists 'elderly and infirm pedestrians' as a factor

for special consideration over and above basic numerical

criteria in determining the justification or otherwise for

the installation of a Pelican Crossing. It is therefore

suggested that, in order to facilitate such special

consideration, all elderly and ambulent disabled people with

a walking speed of less than 1 metre per second observed

during the pedestrian count should be recorded separately

from other pedestrians.

58. It is GMC policy that:-

(a) the height of the push button call control at

Pelican Crossings should be standardised at 1.2

metres above ground level with a tolerance of 0.1

metres above and 0.2 metres below this height.

(b) all straight, as opposed to staggered, Pelican

Crossings shall be equipped with devices to emit an

audible signal.

59. Dropped crossings should be provided at all Pelican

Crossings (see paragraphs 21 and 22).

PUBLIC TOILETS

60. If access to public toilets from a highway is not at

level grade then it must be obtainable via acceptable ramps

and steps. In addition, convenient parking space should be

provided if at all possible and the facilities should be

clearly signed from adjacent main traffic routes. It should

be noted that the provision/maintenance of public toilets is

not a Highway Authority responsibility.
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SIGNING

On-Street

61. The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions

(Ref.4) prescribe the following signs, specifically

associated with disabled persons, for use on the highway.

Diagram

Number* Description

(i) 544.2 Warning Sign. Elderly or

handicapped pedestrians.

(May be used only in combination

with a plate to Diagram No.547.4)

(ii) 547.4 Supplementary Plate."Elderly

people", "Blind people" or

"Disabled people".

(May be used only in combination

with a sign to Diagram No. 544.2)

(iii) 617 Regulatory Sign. All vehicles

prohibited.in combination

with (618.1

Variant)

(iv) 618.1

(May be used only to give effect to
an Order)

Regulatory Supplementary Plate.

"No vehicles Except disabled badge

holders" or "No vehicles Except for

loading and disabled badge

holders".

(May be used only to give effect to

an Order)

(May be used only in combination

with a sign to Diagram 617)
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(v) 661

(vi) 732

(Variant)

(vii) 736.1

(viii) 739

(Variant)

(ix) 1028.1

(Variant)

(x) 1032

Regulatory Sign. Parking place

reserved for disabled badge

holders.

(May be used only to give effect to

an Order)

Directional Informatory Sign.

Directions to local places via

routes suitable for use by the

disabled.

Directional Informatory Sign.

Direction to toilet including

facilities for the disabled.

Directional Informatory Sign.

Direction of route for pedestrians

and disabled people to local places

where this differs from the route

for vehicular traffic.

Markings on the road. To indicate

to vehicular traffic that part of a

carriageway which should be kept

clear for use by the disabled.

(May be used only to give effect to

an Order)

Markings on the road. To indicate

to vehicular traffic parking places

parallel to the traffic flow.

(May be used only to give effect to

an Order)
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(xi) 1033 Markings on the road. To indicate

to vehicular traffic echelon

parking places. ( May be used only

to give effect to an Order)

(* These are the Diagram Numbers in the Regulations)

Off-Street

62. Whilst off-street signing is at the discretion of the

property owner it is strongly recommended that where a

prescribed sign is appropriate it should be used since lack

of consistency in signing specific messages can create

confusion.

63. Where it is necessary to contrive special signs the

following points should be borne in mind:-

(a)The legend must be concise and the International Symbol of

Accessibility should be used in preference to a worded

reference to disabled people.

(b) Directional signs should employ arrows or chevrons and

not worded instructions to indicate direction.

(c) Signs should be in Euro colours i.e. silver on blue

ground.

Siting and Visibility

64. This Section should be read in conjunction with

Paragraphs 28 to 30.

65. The rules relating to the siting and visibility of those

signs on the highway which are intended to convey

information to passing drivers are clearly documented in The

Traffic Signs Manual (Ref.13) as amended by Circular Roads

No. 7/75 (Ref.14)
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66. With respect to signs erected on the highway to convey

information to pedestrians and all signs elsewhere the

following principles should be observed:-

(a) Initial direction signs should be placed at focal points

on main traffic routes.

(b) Directional signing should be sequential, signs being

provided at each point of decision between the initial sign

and the destination.

(c) The optimum height of signs above ground level to

facilitate the reading of legends from either a standing or

sitting (wheelchair) position is between 1.4 and 1.7m to the

lower edge and this should be aimed for wherever headroom is

not a factor. Prescribed signs situated on the highway,

however, are subject to other considerations and their

mounting heights must conform with the rules contained in the

Traffic Signs Manual (Ref.13).

(d) Care must be taken in selecting the precise positions of

signs to ensure that places where there is a high risk of

them being obscured by temporary obstructions, Eg. standing

vehicles, are avoided.

67. Special note must be made of the difficulty experienced

by the partially sighted in reading sign legends comprised of

small characters against a bright sky background. If it is

not possible to site the sign against a dark background, Eg.

a building facade, then a double sided sign should be used.

CONSULTATION

68. It is GMC policy that disabled persons'representative

bodies should be consulted on all pedestrianisation
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proposals. As a general rule it is not considered necessary

nor practicable to enter into special consultation over other

proposed Traffic Regulation Orders.

MAPS

69. It may be useful, particularly in town centres where

large numbers of disabled people gather to shop, to provide

maps indicating the most convenient pedestrian routes for the

disabled to follow together with the location of disabled

persons' parking spaces, toilets with facilities for the

disabled etc.

LIAISON

70. The GMC Liaison Officers on public access for disabled

people will be the Area Engineers whose offices are located

as follows:-

Office

Atherton

Whitefield

Rochdale

Old Trafford

Stockport

Telephone

Number

Atherton 893396

061-796-6606

Rochdale 525528

061-872-8717

061-477-2988
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Covered

Wigan and Bolton

Salford and Bury

Rochdale and Oldham

Manchester and Trafford

Stockport and Tameside
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LIST OF DIAGRAMS

Diagram Number Title

1. Off-Street Disabled Persons Parking Spaces

with Common Access Area.

2. On-Street Parking Places Parallel to

Traffic Flow.

3. On-Street Parking Places Parallel to

Traffic Flow.

4. On-Street Echelon Parking Places.

5. Dropped Crossings.
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White Markings delineating
Common Access Area

1200 preferred

Off Street Disabled Persons

Spaces With Common Access

Suggested Surface
Marking
ALTERNATIVE :-
The International Symbol
of Accessibility
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600 „600 DISABLED

Dropped Kerb

<t-

Allow a minimum of 6metres
length per vehicle

On - Street Parking
Parallel to Traffic

•*

350-700
FDISABLED

All lettering and markings are normally
white but where they are provided on a
road subject to a single or double yellow
line waiting restriction the markings ( not
the lettering) must also be yellow.

aces

Flow
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Sign to Diagram 661 of the T.S.R. & G.D.

On-Street Echelon Parking Places

Extension to

Standard

Turning Head



1 in 10 Preferred

1 in 20 Preferred

30mm

Method 1

30mm

Method 2
For use on

Narrow Footways

Dropped Crossings

DIAGRAM No 5
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1 in 10 Preferred

max. Gradient

30 mm

Method 3

Dropped Crossings

DIAGRAM No. 5 (continued)
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Price: 50p (plus 20p if ordered by post)

Obtainable from :-

G.M.C. Information Office,

County Hall Extension,

Portland Street,
Manchester. M60 3HP

December, 1982


